Abstract. We give a method for computing factorization homology of an E d -algebra using as an input an algebraic version of higher Hochschild homology due to Pirashvili. We then show how to compute higher Hochschild homology and cohomology when the algebra is étale in a sense that we make precise. As an application, we compute higher Hochschild cohomology of the Lubin-Tate ring spectrum.
is functorial with respect to maps of E d -algebras and with respect to embeddings of framed d-manifolds. Moreover, M → M A is monoidal functor.
This easily implies that S d−1 ×R A is an E 1 -algebra in spectra where S d−1 × R is given a suitable framing. One can show that this E 1 -algebra serves as a universal enveloping algebra for the category of operadic E d -modules over A. More precisely, we have the following identity (see 5.5)
for a certain explicit left action of S d−1 ×R A on A and M .
Therefore, in order to make explicit computation of higher Hochschild cohomology, we need a computational tool to approach factorization homology.
For A a graded commutative algebra over a commutative ring and X a simplicial set, Pirashvili defines a notion of higher Hochschild homology HH X (A). When X = S 1 , this object is quasi-isomorphic to ordinary Hochschild homology. We construct a spectral sequence computing factorization homology whose E 2 -page is Pirashvili's higher Hochschild homology.
Theorem. (7.8) Let A be an E d -algebra in Mod E , let M be a framed d-manifold and K be a homology theory with a Z/2-equivariant Künneth isomorphism. There is a spectral sequence
We then prove an étale base change theorem for étale algebras. [Fra13] vanishes.), then for any E d -algebra A over T , the base-change map
Theorem. (8.1) Let T be a commutative algebra in C = Mod E that is étale as an E dalgebras (more precisely, the E d -version of the cotangent complex of E defined in
is an equivalence Using the above spectral sequence and a result of Francis ([Fra13] ), it is easy to prove the following:
Theorem. (8.3) Let E n be the Lubin-Tate spectrum of height n at the prime p and K n be the corresponding Morava K-theory. As an E d -algebra in the K n -local category, E n is étale.
As a corollary of these two theorems, we prove that HH E d (E n ) → E n is an equivalence for all d ≥ 2.
The full strength of the results proved in this paper is unnecessary in the case of E n since it is known to be a commutative ring spectrum. However, we think that the method presented here could be used in other contexts where one deals with E d -algebras that are not commutative.
Related work. The paper [Fra12] suggests other methods of computations of factorization homology using embedding calculus or Goodwillie calculus of functors. The rational embedding spectral sequence has been used succesfully by Arone and Turchin in [AT11] to compute the rational homology of higher dimensional analogues of the spaces of long knots.
Operads and symmetric spectra
Let E be a cofibrant commutative ring in symmetric spectra. We denote by Mod E the category of modules over E equipped with the positive model structure (see [Sch07] ). The category Mod E is a symmetric monoidal model category for the tensor product − ⊗ E −. It is also a simplicial model category. Moreover, the two structures are compatible in the sense that the tensor of simplicial sets and E-modules:
is a Quillen left bifunctor which makes Mod E into an S-algebra.
If Z is any spectrum, we can define the model category L Z Mod E . As a category, it is just Mod E . The cofibrations in Mod E are the same as the cofibrations in L Z Mod E . The trivial cofibrations in L Z Mod E are the cofibrations X → Y that are such that the induced map X ⊗ E QZ → Y ⊗ E QZ is a weak equivalence where QZ → Z is a cofibrant replacement of Z in Mod E .
See [Bar10] for a proof of the existence of L Z Mod E . Using [Bar10] , one can also show that the model structure L Z Mod E is simplicial and symmetric monoidal (i.e. the tensor product satisfy the pushout product axiom).
We denote generically by (C, ⊗, I) the symmetric monoidal category L Z Mod E with its positive model structure. For future references, we recall the following three propositions whose proof can be found in [Hor13] . • If α : M → N is a is a map of operad, the adjunction
is a Quillen adjunction which is a Quillen equivalence if α is a weak equivalence.
Recall that in a symmetric monoidal model category, a pseudo-cofibrant object is an object X such that the functor X ⊗ − preserves cofibrations and trivial cofibrations. 
The little disk operad
There is a topological category whose objects are d-manifolds without boundary and whose space of maps between M and N is Emb(M, N ), the topological space of smooth embeddings with the weak C 1 topology. The reader should look at [Hir76] for a definition of this topology. We want to emphasize that this topology is metrizable, in particular Emb(M, N ) is paracompact. 
The right hand side map is obtained as the composition
where the first map is obtained by taking the product with GL(d) and the second map is induced by the identification Fr(
It is not hard to show that there are well defined composition maps
allowing the construction of a topological category f Man d (see [And10] ).
The main point of this definition is the following proposition:
2.3. Proposition. The evaluation at the center of the disks induces a weak equivalence
Proof. See [And10] or [Hor13] .
2.4. Definition. The little d-disks operad is the one-color operad whose n-th space is
and whose composition is induced by composition of embeddings.
Using 2.3, it is not hard to show that this definition is weakly equivalent to any other definition of the little d-disk operad.
Definition of factorization homology
Let f Man d be the colored operad whose objects are submanifolds of R ∞ equipped with a framing and whose spaces of operations are given by
We define factorization homology with coefficients in A to be the derived operadic left Kan extension of A along the map of operads
We denote by M → M A the symmetric monoidal functor f Man d → C induced by that pushforward.
Let M be an object of f Man d . Let D(M ) the poset of subsets of M that are diffeomorphic to a disjoint union of disks. Let us choose for each object
by composing with the chosen parametrization. Therefore each choice of parametrization induces a functor D(M ) → E d . Up to homotopy this choice is unique since the space of automorphisms of D in E d is contractible.
In the following we assume that we have one of these functors δ :
Proposition. We have:
Proof. See [Hor13] 
Modules over E d -algebras
We define the notion of an S τ -shaped module. These are studied in details in [Hor14] . 
• a non-vanishing section φ of the restriction of the vector bundle T M on ∂M which is such that φ(m) is in the complement of T ∂M and is pointing inward for any m in ∂M .
with the datum of a framing of T M such that the following composition
sends τ to the given framing on the right-hand side. 
Any time we use the S superscript, we mean that we are considering the subspace of maps commuting with the given map from S. The topological space in the lower right corner is the space of morphisms of GL(d)-bundles inducing the identity τ → τ over the boundary.
It is clearly a right module over E d .
4.6. Construction. Recall that the tensor product of symmetric sequences extends to Mod E d , the category of right modules over E d , and give it the structure of a symmetric monoidal category. We give S τ the structure of an associative algebra in Mod E d Let φ be an element of S τ (m) and ψ be an element of S τ (n). Let ψ S be the restriction of ψ to S × [0, 1). We define ψ φ to be the element of S τ (m + n) whose restriction to
The operation 
any other space of operations is empty. The composition involves the operad structure on E d , the right E d -module structure on S τ and the associative algebra structure on S τ .
4.8.
Remark. An S τ Mod-algebra is a pair (A, M ) where A is an E d -algebra and M is an object with an action of A parametrized by the manifold S.
4.9. Definition. Let A be an E d -algebra in C. We define the category of S τ -shaped modules S τ Mod A to be the category whose objects are S τ Mod-algebras whose restriction to the color a is the E d -algebra A and whose morphisms are morphisms of S τ Mod-algebra inducing the identity map on A. Let S be a closed (d − 1)-manifold and let τ be a d-framing of S. Let A be an E d -algebra, the factorization homology S×(0,1) A is an E 1 algebra. Indeed there is a morphism of operad:
obtained by taking the product with the identity of S.
Proof. This is clear.
Corollary. For a cofibrant E d -algebra A, there is a weak equivalence
Proof. By the previous proposition, there is a weak equivalence of right E d -modules
Then it suffices to apply 1.2 to this map.
We would like to say that this map is an equivalence of E 1 -algebra but it is not one on the nose. However, we show in the next proposition that this is a map of S τ -shaped modules.
Proposition. There is an S τ -shaped module structure on S×(0,1) A which is such that the map
A is a weak equivalence of S τ -shaped module.
Proof. Let us describe the S τ -shaped module structure on
A It is clear that these map for various φ give S×(0,1) A the structure of an S τ -shaped module. The second half of the proposition is obvious from our description of the S τ -shaped module structure on S×(0,1) A.
Higher Hochschild cohomology
In this section, we construct a geometric model for higher Hochschild cohomology. More generally, let A be an E d -algebra which we assume to be cofibrant and M and N be two S τ -shaped modules. Our goal is to construct a functor
which is weakly equivalent to RHom Sτ ModA (−, −) but which is closer to the factorization homology philosophy.
For
We denote by −τ , the d-framing on S obtained by pulling back τ along the isomorphism of the vector bundle T S ⊕ R which is the identity on the first summand and multiplication by −1 on the second summand.
In particular, S × [0, 1) is naturally an S τ manifold and S × (0, 1] is an S −τ -manifold.
We denote by (S τ ⊔S −τ )Mod the topological category whose objects are the
with ǫ in {0, 1} and n ∈ Z ≥0 and whose morphisms are the spaces Emb Sτ ⊔S−τ f . 5.1. Construction. We define a functor
Notice that any map in (S τ ⊔ S −τ )Mod can be decomposed as a disjoint union of embeddings of the following three types:
. . ⊔ ψ r ⊔ φ + be its decomposition with φ − of the first type, φ + of the third type and ψ i of the second type for each i. We need to extract from this data a map
The action of φ − and of the ψ i are constructed in an obvious way from the E d -structure of A and the S τ -shaped module structure on M . The only non trivial part is the action of φ + . We can hence assume that φ = id
We want to construct
To do that, notice that Hom(M ⊗A ⊗p , N ) has the structure of an S τ -shaped A module induced from the one on N . Thus, the map φ + induces a map:
This map is adjoint to
which we define to be the action of φ.
Remark. To be homotopically meaningfull, we need a derived version of F(M, A, N ).
We claim that the homotopy type of F(M, A, N ) only depends on the homotopy type of M , A and N as long as A is a cofibrant E d -algebra and M is a cofibrant object of S τ Mod A and N is fibrant. Indeed, these conditions implie that • The object M is cofibrant in C. This is because the forgetful functor S τ Mod A → C preserves cofibrations.
• The unit map I → A is a cofibration in C which implies that A is pseudocofibrant. This implies that for all k, A ⊗k is pseudo-cofibrant which means that M ⊗ A ⊗k is cofibrant in C which implies that
On the other hand, the second point implies that that
is a cofibration for all k which means that I → A ⊗k is a cofibration for all k. This implies that
because of the following lemma 5.3. Lemma. Let I → X be a cofibration in C and Y be a fibrant object in C. Then Hom(X, Y ) is weakly equivalent to RHom(X, Y ).
Proof. Because of the assumption and the fact that C is a closed symmetric monoidal model category, the map Hom(X, Y ) → Y is a fibration which implies that Hom(X, Y ) is fibrant. Let X ′ → X be a cofibrant replacement of X. We need to show that
is a weak equivalence. It suffices to check that for any cofibrant object K of C, the map
is a weak equivalence. By adjunction this is true if
is a weak equivalence between cofibrant objects. We may use the absolute model structure which is a symmetric monoidal model category with the same equivalences as the positive model structure (see [Sch07] ). The absolute model structure has more cofibrations than the positive model structure. In particular K, X and X ′ are cofibrant in the absolute model structure which implies that K ⊗ X ′ → K ⊗ X is a weak equivalence in C. It reminds to show that K ⊗ X is cofibrant in C. But an object of C is positively cofibrant if and only if it is absolutely cofibrant and is a point in degree 0 (see [MMSS01, Theorem 14 .1]). We already know that K ⊗ X is absolutely cofibrant. Since K is a point in degree 0, then this is also true for K ⊗ X.
Let A be a small category, F a functor from A to S and G a functor from A to C. We denote by hom A (F, G) the end
(M, N ) to be the homotopy end
where QM → M is a cofibrant replacement as an S τ -shaped module over A and N → RN is a fibrant replacement.
The main theorem of this section is the following 5.5. Theorem. There is a weak equivalence:
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. The reader willing to admit this result can safely skip the proof and go to the next section.
Case of E 1 -algebras. We denote by L the right module over E 1 induced by the one-point manifold and the negative framing. More precisely, this is the framing on T ( * ) ⊕ R ∼ = R given by the real number −1. Similarly, we define R to be the right-module over E 1 induced by the one-point manifold and the positive framing.
5.6. Definition. A left modules over an E 1 -algebra A is an object of the category LMod A . Similarly, a right module over A is an object of RMod A .
As a particular case of the above construction, we can define Hom 
Definition. The category of non-commutative intervals denoted Ass
−+ is a skeleton of the category whose objects are finite sets containing a subset of {−, +} and whose morphisms are maps of finite sets f preserving − and + whenever this makes sense together with the extra data of a linear ordering of each fiber which is such that − (resp. +) is the smallest (resp. largest) element in the fiber over − (resp +).
Note that the functor π 0 which sends a disjoint union of intervals to the set of connected components is an equivalence of simplicial categories from S 0 κ Mod to Ass −+ . In fact, we could have defined Ass −+ as the homotopy category of S 0 κ Mod. Let A be an associative algebra and M and N be right modules over it. We define F (M, A, N ) to be the obvious functor (Ass
can be described as a skeleton of the category whose objects are linearly ordered sets with at least two elements and morphisms are order preserving morphisms preserving the minimal and maximal element.
With this description, there is an obvious functor ∆ op → Ass −+ which sends a totally ordered set with minimal element − and maximal element + to the underlying finite set and an order preserving map to the underlying map with the data of the induced linear ordering of each fiber. We denote by P : (Ass −+ ) op → S the left Kan extension of the constant cosimplicial set [n] → * along this map. Concretely P sends a finite set with − and + to the set of linear oredring of that set whose smallest element is − and largest element is +.
Corollary. Let A be a cofibrant associative algebra and M and N be right modules over it. Then
RHom
Proof. Assume that M is cofibrant and N is fibrant. If they are not , we take an appropriate replacement. The left hand side is
According to the cofibrancy/fibrancy assumption, this cosimplicial functor is Reedy fibrant, therefore the totalization coincides with the homotopy limit. Hence we have
5.10. Proposition. Let A be a cofibrant associative algebra and M and N be right modules over it. Then there is a weak equivalence
Proof. Note that there is a slight abuse of notation in the statement of this proposition as A with its induced algebra structure may not be cofibrant and we have not defined
A (M, N ) in that generality. However we can still define F(M, A, N ) and its homotopy type is well-defined as explained in the construction 5.1.
The right hand side is the derived end
Rhom Ass −+ (P, F (M, A, N )) which can be computed as the totalization of the Reedy fibrant cosimplicial object
Similarly, the left hand side is the totalization of the Reedy fibrant cosimplicial object
There is an obvious map of cosimplicial objects
which is degreewise a weak equivalence. Therefore, there is a weak equivalence between the totalizations
Note that there is a map of colored operad RMod → E 1 which comes from the fact that an embedding
can be restricted to an embedding
If A is an E 1 -algebra, we can restrict it along this map and get an RMod-algebra that we denote (A, A Using the previous proposition, we have 
Proposition. There is a weak equivalence
Proof. We can assume that M is cofibrant and N is fibrant. First, we have the equivalence be a framed embedding. We can take the product with S and get an embedding in f Man
Evaluating − (M, A) over this embedding, we find a map
All these maps give M the structure of a right S×(0,1) A-module.
Proposition. Let M and N be two S τ -shaped module over A. There is a weak equivalence
where M and N are given the structure of right S×(0,1) A-modules using the previous construction.
Proof. This is a straightforward variant of 5.12. One first proves that
which follows from the equivalence as right S τ ⊔ S −τ Mod-module
and then, using Yoneda's lemma it is easy to check that the functor
is weakly equivalent to
S×(0,1)
A, N )(U )
Corollary. There is a weak equivalence
Proof. Both sides are weakly equivalent to
One side by the previous proposition and the other by 5.12.
Proof of 5.5.
Proof. If we fix A and a fibrant S τ -shaped module N and let M vary, we want to compare two functors from S τ Mod A to C. Both functors preserve weak equivalences between cofibrant objects and turn homotopy colimits into homotopy limits, therefore, it suffices to check that both functors are weakly equivalent on the generator of the category of S τ -shaped modules. In other word, it is enough to prove that We know from 4.16 that as S τ -shaped module, there is a weak equivalence
A Therefore, it is enough to prove that there is a weak equivalence
According to 5.15, it is equivalent to prove that there is a weak equivalence:
A, N ) ≃ N which follows directly from 5.11.
A generalization.
We can generalize the definition 5.4. See [Hor14] for definition of a framed bordism W and of the functor P W induced by a framed bordism. Note that to be entirely rigorous one should use manifolds with collars everywhere as in [Hor14] . Otherwise the functor P W is not even strictly defined.
5.16. Construction. Let W be bordism from S σ to T τ . Let M be an S σ -shaped module over A and N be a T −τ -shaped module. We can construct a functor as in 5.1
This construction has the following nice interpretation: 5.17. Theorem. Let W be a bordism from S σ to T τ . There is a weak equivalence:
Proof. The proof is very analogous to the proof of 5.5.
We now introduce the definition of higher Hochschild cohomology. 
Definition. Let
Proof. I C is an object of ∅Mod A and LPD(I C ) is weakly equivalent to A. Then it suffices to apply 5.17.
This has the following surprising consequence. The case of the map E d → E d+k for k large enough has been studied by Arone and Tourtchine in [AT11] and shown to coincide with higher dimensional analogues of the spaces of long knots. The case of the identity map E d → E d is interesting as it the universal Hochschild cohomology. More precisely, it maps to HH E d (A) for any E d -algebra A.
Corollary. The group Diff
In particular, using the main result of [Wil10] , this tells us that rationally, there is a an action of the Grothendieck-Teichmüller Lie algebra grt on the E 2 -Hochschild cohomology of an algebra. We hope to further study this action in future work.
Pirashvili's higher Hochschild homology
Let R be a commutative graded ring. We have the projective model category structure on functors Fin → Ch ≥0 (R), in which weak equivalences are objectwise and fibrations are objectwise epimorphisms. The following definition is due to Pirashvili (see [Pir00] , see also [GTZ10] ).
6.1. Definition. Let A be a degreewise projective commutative algebra in Ch ≥0 (R) and let X be a simplicial set. We denote by HH X (A|R) the homotopy coend Proof. The category Fun(Fin op , S) equipped with the convolution tensor product is a symmetric monoidal model category (see [Isa09] ). It is easy to check that there is an isomorphism:
Moreover A : Fin → Ch ≥0 (R) is a commutative algebra for the convolution tensor product, this makes HH X (A|R) into a symmetric monoidal functor in the X variable. To conclude, it suffices to observe that any simplicial set is a commutative monoid with respect to the disjoint union in a unique way and this structure is natural. Therefore, HH X (A|R) is a commutative algebra. We can explicitely construct P as the realization of the following simplicial space
Proposition. Let A be a degreewise projective commutative algebra in
For a finite set S, and any simplicial space U • , there is an isomorphism
Therefore, there is a weak equivalence of functors on Fin
where the bar construction on the right hand side is in the category Fun(Fin, S) with the convolution tensor product. Now, we have the bisimplicial object
By the previous observation, if we first realize with respect to the inner simplicial variable and then the outer one, we find something equivalent to HH P (A|R). If we first realize with respect to the outer variable, we find
The two realizations are equivalent which concludes the proof.
6.5. Corollary. Let A be a degreewise projective commutative algebra in Ch ≥0 (R), then HH with the obvious commutative algebra structure. In particular, the previous theorem gives
We construct a spectral sequence converging to factorization homology. Its E 2 -page is identified with Pirashvili's higher Hochschild homology. 7.1. Definition. Let I be a small discrete category and F : I → grMod R be a functor landing in the category of graded modules over a (possibly graded) associative ring. We define the homology of I with coefficients in F to be the homology groups of the homotopy colimit of F seen as a functor from I to Ch ≥0 (R).
We write H R * (I, F ) for the homology of I with coefficients in F . Note that since we consider graded modules, the chain complexes are graded objects in chain complexes and the homology groups are bigraded.
There is an explicit model for this homology. We construct the simplicial object of grMod R whose p simplices are
The realization of this simplicial object is an object of Ch ≥0 (R) which models the homotopy colimit of F . In particular, its homology groups are the homology groups of I with coefficients in F . 7.2. Proposition. Let F : I → Mod E be a functor from a discrete category to the category of right modules over an associative algebra in symmetric spectra E. There is a spectral sequence of E * -modules E 2 s,t
The homotopy colimit can be computed by taking an objectwise cofibrant replacement of F and then take the realization of the Bar construction
We can then use the standard spectral sequence associated to a simplicial object Now assume that E is commutative. Let A be an E d -algebra in Mod E . Let M be a framed manifold and let D(M ) be the poset of open sets of M that are diffeomorphic to a disjoint union of copies of D. We know from 3.2 that the factorization homology of A over M can be computed as the homotopy colimit of the composition:
We are in a situation where we can apply the previous proposition: 7.3. Proposition. There is a spectral sequence of E * -modules
We want to exploit the fact that A is a monoidal functor to obtain a more explicit model for the left hand side in some cases. Let K be an associative algebra in ring spectra with a Z/2-equivariant Künneth isomorphism.
Example of such spectra are the Eilenberg-MacLane spectra Hk for any field k or K(n) the Morava K-theory of height n at odd primes. The previous proposition can be rewritten as:
Proof. We just smash the simplicial object computing hocolim D(M) A with K in each degree and take the associated spectral sequence.
Now we want to identify K * (A) as a functor on D(M ).
7.5. Proposition. Let O be an operad. Let R be a homotopy commutative ring spectrum.
Proof. The functor R * is lax monoidal. Hence it is easy to see that R * A is an R * (Σ ∞ + O)-algebra. But the unit map S → R induces a morphism of operad
There are obvious maps of operads in abelian groups
Proof. This follows from the fact that π 0 (E 1 ) ∼ = Ass and
which is the restriction of the Com-algebra structure.
Proof. The category Fin is the free symmetric monoidal category on the operad Com, therefore the commutative algebra K * A gives rise to a symmetric monoidal functor 
Corollary. There is an isomorphism
In particular, there is a spectral sequence
7.9. Remark. The spectral sequence above still exists if K does not have a Künneth isomorphism as long as K * A is flat as a K * -module. We leave the details to the reader.
Multiplicative structure. Let us start with the general homotopy colimit spectral sequence 7.10. Proposition. Let F : I → Mod E and G : J → Mod E be functors. We have the following equivalence
Proof. Assume F and G are objectwise cofibrant. The right-hand side is the homotopy colimit over
The diagonal of this bisimplicial object is exactly
is homotopy cofinal, we are done.
We denote by E r * * (I, F ) the spectral sequence computing the homotopy colimit of F . 7.11. Proposition. We keep the notations of the previous proposition. There is a pairing of spectral sequences of E * -modules
The result is a standard fact about pairing of spectral sequences associated to simplicial objects (see for instance [Pal07] ).
Let us specialize to the case of factorization homology. We consider an E d -algebra A in Mod E a homology theory with Z/2-equivariant Künneth isomorphism K and a framed manifold of dimension d M . We denote by E r * * (M, A, K) the spectral sequence of the previous section. In other words, we have proved that the spectral sequence E r * * (M, A, K) is a lax monoidal functor of the variable M . In particular it preserves associative algebras.
Assume now that M is an associative algebra up to isotopy in f Man d . One possible example is to take M = N × R with N a d-framed (d − 1)-manifold. In that case, M is an E 1 -algebra in f Man d . 7.13. Proposition. Let M be an associative algebra up to isotopy of dimension at least 2. The spectral sequence E r * * (M, A, K) has a commutative multiplicative structure converging to the associative algebra structure on K * M A.
On the E 2 -page, this multiplication is induced by the unique commutative algebra structure on Sing(M ) in the category (S, ⊔).
Moreover this structure is functorial with respect to embeddings of d-manifolds M → M ′ preserving the multiplication up to isotopy.
Proof. According to the previous proposition there is a multiplicative structure on the spectral sequence converging to the associative algebra structure on K * M A.
It is easy to see that the multiplication on the E
2
-page is what is stated. Since Sing(M ) is commutative, the multiplication on the E 2 -page is commutative. The homology of a commutative differential graded algebra is a commutative algebra, therefore the multiplication is commutative on each page.
The functoriality is clear.
Now we want to construct an edge homomorphism Let S be a (d − 1)-manifold with a d-framing τ . Let φ be a framed embedding of R d−1 × R into S × R commuting with the projection to R. Applying factorization homology we get a map of E 1 -algebras:
On the other hand for any point x of S ×R, we get a morphism of commutative algebra over K * E:
7.14. Proposition. For any framed embedding φ :
and it converges to the K * E-algebra homomorphism
-page K * A concentrated on the 0-th column. For degree reason, it is degenerate.
Then the result follows directly from the functoriality of the spectral sequence applied to the map φ.
Note that the edge homomorphism only depends on the connected component of the image of φ.
In the case of the sphere S d−1 × R with the framing κ, we can say more:
7.15. Lemma. For any framed embedding φ : 
Proof. It suffices to check that the K-homology of this map is an isomorphism. This can be computed as the edge homomorphism of the spectral sequence E
. By the previous proposition, the edge homomorphism is an isomorphism on the E 2 -page. Therefore, the spectral sequence collapses at the E 2 -page for degree reasons.
Let us fix a prime p. We denote by E n , the Lubin-Tate ring spectrum of height n at p and K(n) the Morava K-theory of height n. Recall that
The spectrum E n is known to have a unique E 1 -structure inducing the correct multiplication on homotopy groups (this is a theorem of Hopkins and Miller, see [Rez98] ) and a unique Com-structure (see [GH04] ). As far as we know, there is no published proof that the space of E d -structure for d ≥ 2 is contractible although evidence suggests that it is the case.
Recall also that K(n) has a Z/2-equivariant Künneth isomorphism if p is odd. If p = 2, the equivariance is not satisfied. However, this is true if we restrict K(n) * to spectra whose K(n)-homology is concentrated in even degree like E n and our argument works modulo this minor modification. 8.3. Corollary. For any positive integer n, and any E d -algebra structure on E n inducing the unique E 1 -structure, the unit map [Rav92] , Theorem B.7.4) which is obviously a sequential colimit of étale algebras over K * (one can for instance use the Jacobian criterion).
Proposition. Same notations, the action map HH
This can be computed as the end
The spectrum E n is K(n)-local, therefore, Hom(−, E n ) sends K(n)-equivalences to equivalences. This implies that
An anologous proof yields the following result: 8.5. Proposition. For any E d -algebra structure on E(n) inducing the unique E 1 -structure, the action map
is a weak equivalence.
Étale base change for Hochschild cohomology
In this section we assume that (C, ⊗, I) is the category L Z Mod E of (localized) modules over some commutative symmetric spectrum. We want to put the previous result in the wider context of derived algebraic geometry over E d -algebra (see [Fra13] ).
Let α : E 1 → E d be the morphism of operad obtained by taking the product of an embedding of intervals by id (0,1) d−1 .
Recall that L is the associative algebra in Mod E1 parametrizing left modules over an E 1 -algebra. The pushforward α ! (L) = L• E1 E d is an associative algebra in Mod E d . If A is an E d -algebra, the category α ! LMod A can be identified with the category of left modules over the undelying (induced by α) E 1 -algebra of A. There is a morphism of associative algebra in Mod Proof. See [Fra13] . 9.2. Definition. The cotangent complex L A of A over E is defined to be the n-fold desuspension of the cofiber of the counit map
Francis actually defines the cotangent complex as the object representing the derivations:
The fact that the two definitions coincide is a theorem of Francis (see [Fra13] ). On the other hand the map defining the cotangent complex of a free algebra is constructed in the proof of [Fra13, Theorem 2.26] and is easily see to coincide with the one described here.
9.4. Definition. We say that an E d -algebra A is étale over E if L A is contractible.
Equivalently A is étale if the unit map A → S d−1 ×(0,1) A is an equivalence. Indeed we have shown in 7.15 that the unit map is a section of S d−1 ×(0,1) A → A. 9.5. Proposition. If A is a commutative algebra and is étale as an E d -algebra, then it is étale as an E d+1 -algebra.
Proof. We have proved in [Hor14] that for a commutative algebra A, M A is equivalent to Sing(M ) ⊗ A (i.e. the tensor in the category of commutative algebras in Mod E ). Then the proof is exactly the proof of 8.1. 9.6. Remark. More generally using the excision property for factorization homology (see [Fra12] ), one can prove that if A is E d+1 and is étale as an E d -algebra, it is étale as an E d+1 -algebra. 9.7. Remark. If A is a commutative algebra, then A is étale as an E 2 -algebra if and only if it is THH-étale (see [Rog08] ). Indeed, for commutative algebras (and in fact for an E 3 -algebras), THH(A) coincides with S 1 ×R A. Note that is is not true for E 2 -algebras as the product framing on S 1 × R is not connected to the κ-framing in the space of framings of S 1 × R. The main theorem of this section is the following: 9.9. Theorem. Let T be a commutative algebra in C that is étale as an E d -algebras, then for any E d -algebra A over T , the base-change map
is an equivalence Proof. We write A|T whenever we want to emphasize the fact that we are seeing A as an 
